In order to relate the observed SH and CS stretch frequencies of the cysteine residue in proteins more closely to its conformation, we have done normal mode calculations on a model for this structure, viz., (CCONH) (CNHCO)CHCH2SH. A range of x' and x 2 were studied, combined with the $,$ of the a-helix, P-sheet, glutathione, and extended-helix conformations. The force field was a combination of a scaled ab initio force field of the -CH2SH group, obtained from ethanethiol and tested on 1-propanethiol and 3-thiol-Nmethylpropionamide, and our empirical force field for the peptide group. The results provide more detailed structure-spectra correlations than are possible from experimental studies of model compounds. 0 1992 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
I NTRODU CTl O N
The cysteine residue side chain, -CH2SH, is an important one in proteins, both because of its inherent properties as well as its ability to react with similar groups to form a disulfide bridge, -CH2SSCH2-, between polypeptide chains. It is therefore important to develop detailed spectroscopic correlations for characterizing its conformation.
It has long been known that the SH stretch ( s ) mode, v(SH), is generally found in the range of 2500-2600 cm-' , being weak in the ir and strong in the Raman spectrum. Since v(SH) is sensitive to the presence of SH groups and to their environment, particularly hydrogen bonding, it has been studied in various proteins, such as hemoglobin, 122 eye lens proteins, [3] [4] [5] 0-lactoglobulin, and virus protein^.^,' Conformational information with respect to the C"-Cs-S-H dihedral angle ( x 2 ) has been sought through experimental studies of model alkanethiolsg-" as well as normal mode calculations on such molec u l e~. '~~~~ Low-frequency torsional modes have also been studied14-16 in order to obtain information on rotational barriers.
The v(CS) mode has been known to give rise to Raman bands in the 600-800-cm-' region. Confor-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Biopolyrners, Vol. 32,1503-1518 (1992) 0 1992 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
CCC 0006-3525/92/111503-16 mational assignments with respect to the C-C "-C s-S dihedral angle (x ') have been based on experimental studies of thiols, l7,I8 dialkyl disulfides, and alkyl sulfides,'l as well as normal mode calculations on these molecule^.^^,^^ While these experimental studies on simple model compounds have provided an important base for categorizing conformational states, the results cannot be satisfactorily transferred to a detailed understanding of the structure-spectra correlations in proteins, where, as in the case of the disulfide bridge, 24-26 the conformations of the adjoining peptide groups are probably important. To achieve such insights requires normal mode analyses with a reliable force field on the relevant structures. In preparing for a vibrational study of g l u t a t h i~n e ,~~ we did not feel that current empirical alkanethiol force fields 12, 13 were satisfactory, in part because some of the band assignments in these studies were questionable. Nor did a force field developed for the amino acid cysteineZ8 seem suitable, since it was based in part on the alkanethiol force field13 and in any case only considered the residue conformation in the crystal.
We have, therefore, by analogy with the disulfide obtained an ab initio force field for the -CH2SH group. This was scaled using the experimental data on ethanethiolg216 ( E T ) , and was tested on l-pr~panethiol~','~ ( lPT), and 3-thiol-N-1503 methylpr~pionamide~' ( 3TNMP), CH3NHCOCH2 CHzSH, in the latter case using our ab initio force field for hydrogen-bonded N -m e t h y l a~e t a r n i d e~~ (NMA) . The resulting satisfactory agreement justified using the -CHzSH force field, together with our empirical force field for the peptide group,34 to calculate the v( SH) and v( CS) modes of a model for the cysteine residue in proteins, CCONH CH-CHZ-SH \ / CNHCO as a function of x2,x1, and the @,$ of the adjacent peptide groups ($ and $ are the CNC"C and NC"CN dihedral angles, respectively). The results provide greater insight into exactly how these frequencies depend on the complete conformation of the cysteine residue.
A6 INlTlO FORCE FIELD OF CHZSH GROUP
As noted above, we have based the force field of the -CH2SH group on the scaled ab initio force field of ET. The calculational procedures were similar to those used for the disulfide The structure is determined by X 2 , which is known to be -60"
(gauche, G ) and -180" (trans, T) for the two stable conformer^.^ However, since X 2 is more variable in proteins, we have obtained the force field not only a t the above minima but also a t the energy maxima of x z -0" (cis, C ) and -120" (skew, S). This provides, as in the case of the disulfide group,31 a conformation-dependent force field. The restricted Hartree-Fock calculations were done using Gaussian 86 with a 3-21G* basis set, the same basis set as was used for the disulfide calcul a t i o n~.~" ( A calculation was also done with a 4-31G* basis set, but the results were not significantly different.) Force constants were calculated in Cartesian coordinates by the analytical method a t the optimized c , G, S, and T geometries. They were then transformed into internal coordinates using a numerical method for determining the redundant coo r d i n a t e~.~" Force constants for negative x ' , G' and S', can easily be obtained from their positive count e r p a r t~.~~ Since force constants obtained with such limited basis sets are generally too high, we have scaled them according to a standard pr0cedu1-e.~~ Because of the similarity of parts of the ET molecule to the disulfide group, we initially transferred related scale factors from the latter3' and subsequently refined all scale factors to improve agreement with the experimental data.
The structures of the four conformers are shown in Figure 1 and their optimized geometric parameters are given in Table I . A dihedral angle of X Z = 64.8" has been obtained for the G conformer from analysis of higher level torsional transitions, l6 which compares very well with our calculated value of 64.5". The relative energies, in kcal/mole, are G = 0, T = 0.317, S = 1.619, and C = 1.906. (The 4-31G* relative energies are G = 0, T = 0.546, S = 1.666, and C = 2.054.) This leads to AE(G-T) = 0.317 (compared to a n experimental value of 0.33616) and barriers of G + T = 1.619 ( 1.41016), T + G = 1.302 ( 1.02816), and G + G' = 1.906 ( 1.76416) , which are all in acceptable agreement with experiment.
The internal and local symmetry coordinates are defined in Tables I1 and 111 , respectively. The band assignments for the G conformer of gaseous ET are quite secure, 9,13-16 and therefore the refinement of scale factors was straightforward; these are given in Table IV . The scaled ab initio force field (for force constants 2 0.03) is given in Table V. The calculated frequencies based on the full ab initio force field, with their potential energy distributions ( P E D ) , are given in Table VI for the G and T conformers.
They are compared with observed gas-phase
T, G, and S conformers of ET.
Conformations and atom numberings of C, 1. f r e q u e n~i e s~: '~-~~ and with condensed phase data.' Calculated ir and Raman intensities are also given.
The agreement between observed gas-phase frequencies and those calculated for the G conformer is excellent. The one exception is the CH2 rock ( r ) mode, calculated at 718 cm-' and observed a t 736 cm-' (unless the very weak 725-cm-l band16 is assignable to this mode). Its observed shift to 781 cm-l in the T conformer,' however, is reasonably well reproduced by the calculation. [We should note that the observed difference between UG (SH) and vT (SH) can be accounted for by the difference in force constants f ( SH) that results from differences in electronic structure between the conformers (cf. = 3 cm-l compared to Av( obs) = 9 cm-l may be due to the limited basis set used in our ab initio calculation or to anharmonicity effects.] For the few bands assignable to the T conformer, the agreement is good and the assignments are reasonable. However, it has been proposed"j that some of these bands may be combinations or hot bands (e.g., 855 = CS s + o + 1 cs t, 232 = 1 + 2 c c t, 157 = 1 + 2 c s t ) . There was no such assignment for the 675-cm-l band,16 and it and the 781-cm-' band are convincingly assigned to the T conformer,' so it may be necessary to reexamine such alternate assignments.16 After all, if AE( G-T) is 0.336 kcal/mole, '6 there should be -36% of the T conformer in the sample.
The ab initio force field also accounts convincingly for the frequency shifts on deuteration (Table  VII '1 and T [675 (672) to 696 (704) cm-'1 conformers, and CS t for G [191 (191) to 150 (144) 
a For atom numbering, see Figure 1 . cm- '1 and T [157 (166) to 136 (125) cm-'1 conformers. Thus, this force field should be transferable to other molecules with SH groups.
QIAN AND KRIMM
S1 = R1 S2 = R2 53 = R3 S4 = R4 + R5 S5 = R4 -R5 S6 = R6 + R7 + R8 S7 = R6 -R7 S8 = 2R8 -R6 -R7 S9 = R9 SlO = 5R10 -R11 -R12 -R13 -R14 -R15 S11 = 4R14 -R11 -R12 -R13 -R15 S12 = R13 + R15 -R11 -R12 S13 = R13 + Rl1 -R12 -R15 S14 = R11 + R15 -R12 -R13 S15 = R19 + R20 + R21 -R16 -R17 -R18 S16 = 2R20 -R19 -R21 S17 = R19 -R21 S18 = 2R16 -R17 -R18 S19 = R17 -R18 S20 = R22 S21 = R23 S22 = R10 + R11 + R12 + R13 + R14 + R15 S23 = R16 + R17 + R18 + R19 + R20 + R21
F O R C E FIELD OF CYSTEINE RESIDUE
In order to properly predict the modes of the cysteine residue in proteins, we need to be sure that the force field can satisfactorily reproduce the dependence of v( SH ) and v( CS ) on x and, as found in the disulfide case,26 the differences introduced by adjacent peptide groups. We have examined the first point by transferring our ab initio force field to calculations of the modes of 1PT, the simplest relevant molecule that can exhibit a x 1 dependence, and STNMP, a molecule containing an adjacent peptide group and for which the effects of hydrogen bonding can also be examined.
1-Propanethiol
The force field used in the calculation of the normal modes of 1PT consisted of two parts: the ab initio force field for the -C'HzSH portion of the molecule, taken from that of ET, and an empirical force field for the CHBC"Hz-hydrocarbon part of the mole~u l e .~~ This combined force field gave reasonably good frequency agreement with the frequencies of the expected predominant x1x2 = TG conformer,13 particularly in the low-temperature liquidI2 (we agree with this TG a~signment'~ but not with the proposed TT or GT assignments"). We then did a least-squares refinement of the empirical force constants (which is not unreasonable in merging two such force fields) to optimize the agreement. The force constant changes were very small, and we then applied this force field to the calculation of the normal modes of the five possible conformers. The results are given in Table VIII .
In making the assignments proposed in the table, we were guided by the consideration that, while the energy of the TG conformer is the lowest, those of GG and TT may well be about equal to each other because of the roughly comparable AE( T-G) for x 1 and x2. We find that some spectral results, particularly in comparing band intensities between gas ( 9 ) room-temperature liquid ( lR), and low-temper- ature liquid (lL), indicate the presence of TT as well as GG conformers (contrary to previous assumptions 1 3 ) , while there is no evidence for the necessary presence of G'G or GT.
The predominance of the TG conformer in the lL phase is attested to by the excellent agreement between the observed band frequencies and intensities and the frequencies calculated for the various conformers. This is particularly true in view of the presence of unique TG bands at 961, 898, and (probably) 781 cm-l, and the weakened band at Thus, reasonable assignments can be made for lPT, the results of which show that the ab initio force field provides a reliable description of the conformation dependence of frequencies associated with the -CH,SH group.
3-Thiol-N-Methylpropionarnide
No crystal structure has been reported for 3TNMP, and we have therefore used aqueous solution data3' in refining the scale factors for this molecule (these frequencies are in fact close to those of the solid3'). In order to provide a relevant model for the normal mode calculations, we have placed H and 0 atoms in hydrogen-bonding positions appropriate to the peptide group, taken from NMA,33 and to the SH group, taken from the crystal structure of glutat h i~n e .~?
Since it is not possible to know a priori which of the many conformers of 3TNMP may be most prevalent in aqueous solution, we have attempted to answer this question spectroscopically. The conformation of 3TNMP depends on three dihedral angles, NCC"C'"(I,b),CC"C"S (X1),andC"CoSH (x') (see Figure 2 ) . We have, by analogy with the observations for E T and l P T , set X 2 = G. We then examined the normal modes of the 15 conformers obtained by setting X' = T , G, and G' and I,b = S', G', G, S, and T (the I,b = C structure is obviously of high energy).
Using an initial force field (see below), we did a least squares refinement of scale factors for each conformer to the observed non-CH s NH, S H and (with half the weight) ND, SD frequencies, and examined the goodness of fit using several criteria. We assume that, in general, a relatively complete starting force field will refine most satisfactorily for the conformer ( s ) that actually gives rise to the observed frequencies. Such selectivity seems to be indicated here.
The initial force field was obtained by combining the ab initio force field of hydrogen-bonded NMA33 with our ab initio force field for ET (except that empirical values34 were used for CC t and NC t ) . Since both of these molecules have a C"H3 rather than a C"H2 group, it was necessary to modify the force constants at the C" atom, where the two molecules "merge." This was done as follows. First, diagonal force constants relating to the merged region were retained from each force field, for example, f ( C B C C " H ) from the ET force field and f( CCLYH) from the NMA force field. For f ( C "H) and f ( HC"H ) the E T values were initially used, and an appropriate starting value was taken for f ( C C T " ) . 36 Of course, common force constants in each force field were required to have the same values; thus, what was the correspondingf (C"H) in the NMA force field must take the value off ( C "C") of the ET force field and what was the f ( C"H) of E T must take the value of f ( CC") of NMA. Second, although all off-diagonal terms in each force field were retained, it was assumed that there were no interaction terms between the two parts; thus, for example, f ( N C C " , C C T " ) would be included (with an initial value from the NMA force field) but not f(NCC", C"CBS). Relevant off-diagonal constants not in either force field were approximated by using the standard scaling procedure 35 on the corresponding adjusted diagonal scale factors and applying the resulting scale factor to the appropriate off-diagonal constant in the ET or NMA force fields. Third, hydrogen-bond force constants were chosen from NMA33 to give approximate H ---0 s frequencies (below -150 cm-') in order to incorporate this effect, without expecting any accuracy in these modes since no experimental The calculations showed that a number of modes were particularly sensitive to conformation, with frequencies varying by up to -70 cm-' between conformers. In Table IX we present various measures of the goodness of fit between the observed frequencies of 3TNMP and the calculated frequen- cies obtained from a least-squares refinement of with discrepancies of 84 and 91 cm-l, respectively, scale factors for each conformer. Since the CS s freare unacceptable possibilities for the actually existquency was well reproduced for E T and l P T , we ing structure(s). A similar potential conclusion expect that it should be comparably well predicted about S'TG, G'TG, GTG, STG, and TTG is in 3TNMP. Thus, the TGG and TG'G conformers, strengthened when we examine the average devia- Only major contributor is given, except for 1126 (GG), where both components are essentially equal. s: Stretch; ss: symmetric stretch; as: antisymmetric stretch; b: bend; sb: symmetric bend; ab: antisymmetric bend; d deformation; w: wag; tw: twist, r: rock; t: torsion.
tion for frequencies <1700 cm-', which is highest for these conformers. Another criterion might be the number of modes that show very large deviation, say 220 cm-' . Such a "sieve" leaves three favorable cases: SGG, G'G'G, and SG'G. The last is disfavored by a large discrepancy for the amide V mode and the first by a large discrepancy for the CSH b mode. Thus, the G'G'G conformer, which is overall the most favored on these (as well as other) criteria, seems to be the most likely structure in solution. Its structure is shown in Figure 2 , and we present a complete description of its normal modes in Table   X , with scale factors being given in Table IV . While this procedure may not guarantee a unique structural solution, it should provide a test of whether the ET force field (or a very slight modification of i t ) can be transferred to a system in which there are peptide groups adjacent to the -CH,SH group, as in proteins.
As can be seen from Table X, the agreement between observed and calculated frequencies is quite good the average discrepancy for bands below 1700 cm-' is 4.3 cm-', compared to 5.7 for 1PT and 3.0 for ET. The assignments are reasonable and (not surprisingly) differ in some cases from those previously proposed on empirical grounds.32 We have also calculated the normal modes of the ND,SD molecule, and these compare well with the experimental data.32 The v( S H ) frequency does not depend on X' and has a small sensitivity to x'. Since --0) is positive, the lower v(SH) (compared to ET) , with the required smaller f ( S H ) , reflects the hydrogen bonding of this group. The shift on deuteration to 1875 cmP1 (calculated at 1865 cm-' ) is reasonably well predicted considering the anharmonicity difference. Amide I a t 1634 shifts to 1631 ( 1621) cm-' and amide I1 at 1583 shifts to 1496 (1492) cm-' on deuteration. The 1373-cm-l band shifts to 1335 (1321, C"H2 wag ( w ) ) cm-' on deuteration, a shift that is reasonably well predicted for this partially amide 111 mode. ( I t may be possible that a Fermi resonance with 2 X 673 = 1346 also contributes to the observed 1373-and 1316-cm-' pair.) The three CH2 w and CH2 twist (tw) modes a t 1292, 1280, and 1209 cm-' are replaced by two which is shown in Figure 3 . The force field consisted of our ab initio force field for ET combined with our empirical force field for the peptide group,34 a procedure that proved to be satisfactory in the analysis of the disulfide bridge.24 The S H group was left nonhydrogen bonded, since this only affects f ( S H ) and we are interested here in the conformation dependence of v( SH ) . The structure is determined by x ', X ' [taken as T ( N C T % ) ] , and ($,+). The calculations were done for X 2 = 180" ( T ) , -150" (D'), -120" ( S ' ) , -90" ( B ' ) , -60" (G'), -30" ( A ' ) , 0"
Measures of Agreement Between Calculated" and Observedb Frequencies of Conformers
The model system chosen to calculate the confor-($,+) = a (-57.4", -47.5"), y (-86.9", -3 .0"), 0 mation dependence of v( S H ) and v( CS) of the cys- ( -138.4", 135.7" ) , and 6 ( -80", 142" ) (the y structeine residue in proteins, following our experience ture corresponds to that in glutathione, ' I and the 6 with similar calculations on the disulfide bridge,24 structure is t h e average extended-helix was conformation26). The x 2 dependence of the force (67) NH ob (61) (68) 739 (71) 736 (71) 746 (70) 750 (56) 740 (50) 728 (71) 740 (58) 749 (64) 743 (74) 736 (72) 741 (62) 758 (54) 759 (59) 680 (34) 805 (15) 669 (52) 826 (22) 668 (50) 784 (18) 708 (37) 812 (16) 706 (37) 675 (15) 800 (25) 704 (37) 673 ( (22) 683 (45) 711 (16) 683 (54) 711 (16) 681 (52) 673 (69) 669 (69) 668 (62) 666 (60) 739 (66)' 738 (69) 734 (71) 739 (69)
736 (56) 736 (69) 729 (68) 739 (70) 746 (62) 743 (72) 734 (70) 738 (68) 737 (64) 739 ( (24) 836 (25) 678 (37) 655 (16) 835 (30) 682 (40) 830 (25) 765 (64) 763 (42) 758 (57) 750 (55) 753 (61) 753 (56) 757 (62) 756 (64) 761 (59) 737 ( (28) 657 (33) 832 (20) 667 (55) 830 (29) 673 (52) 824 (26) 672 (51) 819 (22) 666 (45) 808 (16) 668 (50) 675 (45) 617 (21) 681 (50) 621 (18) 687 (51) 673 (58) 661 (74) 663 (68) 2595 732 (60) 711 (16) 680 (57) 713 (20) 684 (51) 712 (18) 683 (51) 679 (54) 670 (78) 675 (72) 671 (73) 665 ( (16) 738 (66) 664 (67) 664 (64) 663 ( 670 ( x2x 'c#J,+ may be found with equal probability in proteins. When sufficient structural data are available to compile such statistics, then, as with the disulfide bridge,26 it will be possible to narrow the conformational probabilities on the basis of such information. At present, detailed experimental data to compare to the predictions in Table XI are highly limited.
The structure of glutathione is known,37 and the cysteine residue in it has a conformation close to BHy. Our predicted v( CS) is 682 cm-', and the spectra show a strong Raman band a t 679 cm-' and a shoulder in the ir a t 682 cm-' , 27 in excellent agreement with our calculation. A neutron diffraction structure of orthorhombic L-cysteine is known, 38 and although it is not exactly relevant since it does not contain peptide groups, it probably can serve to verify the general range for u ( C S ) . The unit cell has molecules whose conformation is close to GH and G'H, and the observed v ( C S ) mode is at -690 is -680 cm-' , which is probably reasonable given the different structures. In monoclinic L-cysteine, 39 the unit cell has molecules whose conformations are close to X' = H and x' = N [the x-ray structure cm-l . 18,28 Our predicted value, averaging over $,$, determination did not identify the ( S ) H ] , and v ( C S ) Raman bands are observed a t 677 and 737 cm-l 18 The former frequency is clearly consistent with a X' = H conformation and the latter with a x' = N conformation (but not with x = C, as possibly suggested18). These examples thus provide support for the validity of the calculated frequencies given in Table XI as being reliable indicators of cysteine residue geometry.
.
CONCLUSIONS
The development of a reliable ab initio force field for the -CH2SH group has enabled us to make definitive predictions about the conformational dependence of v( SH) and v( CS) of the cysteine residue in proteins. In the case of the strong Raman v( SH) mode, the frequency shift due to hydrogen bonding is superimposed on a conformational variation, so separating these two effects must be taken into account. For the weaker Raman u ( C S ) mode, it is of course necessary that a correct identification of this band be made in the spectrum. If this is done, the calculated frequencies given here can provide a more specific assignment of conformation than was previously possible on the basis of simple model compound correlations.
